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A small part of discarded household appliances that are now shredded could be reused or
refurbished, or their components reused in the refurbishing process. Refurnished household
appliances can offer people in energy poverty an alternative to energy-consuming appliances.
Through advanced data analytics and cognitive and assistive operator support the efficiency of the
refurbishing process can be increased.

97% of the household appliances are shredded after return or recycled as raw material. In most
cases these devices are relatively recent, and up to 10% can be reused or refurbished in an
ecologically and economically responsible manner. Moreover, between 15% and 30% of these
machines contain functioning components that can be resold as spare parts or reused in the
refurbishing process. Providing more refurnished appliances helps families in energy poverty to
replace energy-consuming household appliances and can cater to environmentally conscious and
committed people, who consciously choose a refurbished appliance over a new one. 

BrefurbiSH: Increasing efficiency of refurbishing process

With the support of Innoviris, Sirris, LichtWerk, Circular.Brussels and BSH Home Appliances,
manufacturer of household appliances under the Bosch and Siemens brands, started in 2021 the
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BrefurbiSH project for increasing the efficiency of the refurbishing process of household appliances
through advanced data analytics and cognitive and assistive operator support.

The refurbishing sector is still a very manual labour-intensive sector where target group employees
perform a very repetitive sequence of instructions or tasks. In the BrefubiSH project we would
increase the efficiency of household refurbishment by providing extra support to the employees.
We will gather appliance-specific data before, during and after the refurbishment to extract insights
on which appliances are more prone to faults and what type of error is most common. These
insights can then be used to steer the refurbishment process to make it as efficient as possible, as
well as being fed back to the design process of the same type of appliances as such that design
choices can be made to facilitate the refurbishing of household appliances in the future.

Data extracted during the refurbishment can be used to automatically build a refurbishing guideline
that is needed to train new target group employees. The traditional refurbishing infrastructure will
be enhanced using advanced data analytics and cognitive and assistive operator support. The
efficiency will be validated through a pilot infrastructure installed at Circular.Brussels (contact
person: Dennis Adriaenssens) targeting two representative appliances of the BSH appliances,
namely washing machines and dishwashers.

This project is a cross-domain project in collaboration with the Innovation in Circular Economy
programme (contact person: Thomas Vandenhaute and the Smart and Digital Factory programme
(contact person: Marc Bollen) of Sirris.
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